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ABSTRACT 

Estuaries are ephemeral features on a geological time scale being rapidly filled with sediments. 
Although mo~t estuarine sedimentation rates are naturally high, man's activities have greatly 
accelerated the rates of filling of many estuaries, thus shortening their geological lifetimes. More 
importantly, the increased influxes of fine-grained sediments have degraded some estuaries, or 
segments of them, to the extent that their useful biological and recreational lifetimes have been cut 
drastically shorter than their geological lifetimes. 

~tuch more effort should be directed at reducing the most manageable source of &ediment to most 
estuaries--soil erosion. This would not only result in an improvement of water "quality," but 
would, within a few decades, result in significant reductions in the amounts of dredging required 
for channel maintenance. Dredging will, however, continue to be a persistent problem because the 
supply of sediments cannot be eliminated. 

A new approach to dredging and spoil disposal is required. Regional plans must be developed to 
ensure that maintenance channel dredging can be earried out without prolonged delays. The 
present standards for characterization of dredged materials do not have a sound scientific basis, 
and should be reevaluated. While they were intended to be environmentally conservative, they 
may be unduly restrictive. 

INTRODUCTION 

Estuaries are the major sites for the accumulation 
of sediment along our coastline. Their positions at 
the mouthR of riverR make them the ready recipients 
of sediment eroded from the land, and the charac
teristic circulation patterns produced by the min
gling of fresh water from the land and salt water 
from the sea that takes place in estuaries makes 
them effective sediment traps. The rate of sediment 
accumulation in estuaries, which is already naturally 
high in many situations, has been increased by man's 
activities. 

The primary purposes of this report are: ( 1) to 
review some of the eharaeteristic estuarine sedimen
tation processrs; (2 1 to look at some of the ways 
in which man has altered these processes; (3) to 
assess the significanee of the effects of these changes 
on the estuarine milieu; and ( 4) to recommend the 
types of research needed for significant advances 
in our understanding of estuarine sedimentation 
processes. 

For this discussion, we adopt the definition of an 
estuary most commonly used by physical oceano
graphers--an estuary is a semi-enclosed coastal body 
of water freely connected to the ocean within which 
:-;pawater is nwa;surably diluted b~· frcshwatl'r runoff 
from land. 

SEA LEVEL, SEDIMENTATION, 
AND THE LIFE EXPECTANCY 
OF ESTUARIES 

All present day estuaries were formed by the most 
recent rise in sea level which began approximately 
15,000 to 18,000 years ago. During the last glacial 
stage (the Wisconsin) the level of the sea was about 
125m (410ft) below its present level (Fig. 1) and 
most of the continental shelve,; of the world were 
exposed to the atmosphere. \Vith the melting and 
retreat of the great ice sheets, sea levd rose, rapidly 
at first, from about 15,000 years ago until about 
9,000 years ago when it reached a position approxi
mately 20 m (66 ft) below itt; present level. By 
3,000 years ago the level of the sea \Vas within 3 m 
(10 ft) of its present position, and since then the 
sea has risen even more slowly, averaging h·ss than 
1 m per 1,000 years. 

The rising sea invac!Pd numNous coastal embay
ments and produced estuaries in those that received 
enough fresh water to measurably dilute the en
croaching seawater. l\Iany of these coastal basins 
were former river valley systems. Examples are 
Chesapeake Bay, Delaware Bay, and the estuaries 
around the Mississippi Delta. Other basins, formed 
by glacial scour, were the fjords such as those found 
along the coasts of Alaska and British Columbia. 
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THOUSANDS OF YEARS BEFORE PRESENT 
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FIGURE I.---Fluctuations of mean sea level from present to 40,000 before the present (B.P.). The curve was compiled from pub
lished and unpuhhshed radiocarbon dates and other geologic evidence. Dotted curve estim;1te(l from minimal data. Solid curve 
shows approximate mean of dates computed. The dashed curve is slightly modified from Curray (1960, 1961). Probable fluctua
tions smee 5,000 years B.P. are not shown (J. R. Curray, Late Quaternary History, Continental Shelves of the United States in 
the Quaternary of the United States, 1965). 

Wave action and littoral drift formed bars off the 
mouths of some rivers thereby creating embayments 
which were later transformed into estuaries. Exam
ples are Pamlico and Albemarle Sounds. Still other 
coastal batoins that later became estuaries were 
formed by tectonic processt's. San Francisco Bay is 
an example. 

The rapidity of the rise of sea level was a major 
factor in the formation and maintenance of estuaries. 
Sedimentation could not keep pace with the rapidly 
rising sea that invaded numerous coastal basins. 
For the past few thousand years, however, the 
relative rate of infilling has been much greater than 
during the preceding several thousands of years. 
The rate of sea level rise has been slower, and within 
the past few hunnred years the rate of sediment 
input has increased as a result of man's activities. 
It is, of courtoe, the relative sea level rise-the rise 
relative to the sedimentation rate-that determines 
the geological lifetime of an est'Jary. 

All modern estuaries then, are quite young 
geologically; certainly less than 15,000 years old. 
The relative youthfulness of many estuaries, par
ticularly of dmwned river valley estuaries like 
Chesapeake Bay, is indicated by their highly ir
regular, dendritic shorelines. As estuaries mature 
there is a progressive rectification or straightening 
of their shorelines; headlands are attacked by waves 
and current, and re-entrants in the coastline are 
filled by drifting sand. Once formed, estuaries are 
ephemeral features on a geologie time scale, being 
rapidly filled with sediments. Sediments are intro-

duced not only by shore erosion, but also by rivers, 
by the wind, by the sea, and by biological activity. 
The sources are thus external, internal, and marginal. 
Typically, estuaries fill from their heads and their 
margins. An estuarine delta generally forms in the 
upper reaches of the estuary--near the new river 
mouth. The estuarine delta grows progressively 
seaward, extending the realm of the river and thereby 
expelling the intruding sea from the semi-enclosed 
coastal basin. Lateral accretion by marshes may 
also play a major role. As a result of these processes, 
the estuarine bat<in ito converted back into a river 
valley. Finally, the river reaches the sea through a 
depositional plain and the transformation is com
plete. 

While depot<itional rates in estuaries are naturally 
high, man's activities both within the estuarine zone 
itself, and throughout the drainage basin (sometimes 
hundreds of kilometers away) can greatly increase 
the sediment yields and the rates of filling, can alter 
the natural sedimentation patterns, and can shorten 
the geological lifetimes of estuaries-sometimes ap
preciably. :.\lore importantly, the indirect effects of 
increased inputs of sediments, particularly of fine
grained sediments, can degrade an estuary, or seg
ments of it, to the extent that its useful biological 
and recreational lifetimes are cut drastically shorter 
than its geological lifetime-perhaps several orders 
of magnitude shorter. 

It hato been reported that when .John Adams, a 
Democrat, was President, he swam in the upper 
Potomac at Washington, D.C. Lincoln, a Repub-
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lican, not only did not swim in the upper Potomac, 
but remarked that the stench from it was sometimes 
so bad that on warm summer evenings when the 
wind was off the Potomac he had to flee the White 
House. This indicates either that the quality of the 
upper Potomac had been seriously degraded by 
man's activities over this period ·of about 60 years; 
or as a Republican friend of ours, H. H. Carter, 
points out, merely that "a Democrat will swim in 
anything." 

ESTUARINE CIRCULATION 
AND SEDIMENTATION PATTERNS 

Because of their characteristic circulation proc
esses, estuaries are effective sediment traps. The 
tidal circulation is important in the formation of 
channels, tidal flats, and tidal deltas, but it is the 
net non-tidal circulation that is of primary impor
tance in determining the rates and patterns of filling 
of most estuaries. 

It is in the estuary where the mixing of fresh 
water from the land and salt water from the ocean 
produces dynamic conditions that lead to the even
tual discharge of the river water to the ocean. The 
mixing may be due primarily to the action of the 
river, the wind, or the tide. There is a sequence of 
estuarine circulation types displaying different de
grees of mixing of the fresh water and the sea \vater. 
The position that an estuary occupies in this se
quence depends primarily upon the relative magni
tudes of the riverflow and the tidal flow, and upon 
the geometry of the basin that contains the estuary. 
Changes in any of these factors may produce changes 
in the estuarine circulation pattern and may thereby 
alter the resulting sedimentation patterns. One end 
member of this sequence is the poorly mixed (highly 
stratified) salt-wedge estuary-that so-called Type 
A estuary. The other end member is the thoroughly 
mixed, sectionally homogeneous estuary-the Type 
D estuary. Two intermf:'diate types which have been 
described are the partially mixed, Type B, estuary, 
and the vertically homogeneous, Type C, estuary. 

Estuaries are actually continuously varying in 
their characteristics and may shift from type to type 
as conditions change. Also, at any given time, dif
ferent circulation types may be observed within 
different segments of an estuary, depending on the 
relative magnitudes of the tidal flow and the fresh
water flow, and upon the local geometry of the basin. 
The four types of estuarine circulation patterns are 
shown schematically in Fig. 2. In general, an estuary 
changes from Type A (Fig. 2A) to Type D (Fig. 
2D) as the magnitude of the tidal flow increases 

relative to the riverflow and/or as the width of the 
basin increases relative to the depth. 

The Salt-Wedge 
(Type A) Estuary 

The Type A estuary, Fig. 2A. is a river-dominated 
estuary. It is also called a salt-wedge estuary because 
there is little mixing between the seawater and the 
fresh water, and the encroaching seawater is present 
as a wedge underlying the less dense, fresher river 
water. Salt-wedge estuaries occur where the ratio 
of width to depth is relatively small and the ratio 
of riverflow to tidal flow is relatively large. At 
locations upstream from the tip of the salt-wedge, 
the flow is downstream at all depths. Seaward of the 
tip of the wedge, the flow throughout the upper 
layer is still downstream at all times because of the 
dominance of the river over the tide. In the lower 
layer, the instantaneous flow may be upstream at 
all times, or it may reverse with the tide, but the net 
flow is upstream. 

Fine suspended particles that are brought into the 
estuary by the river and settle into the lower layer 
are brought back upstream to the tip of the wedge 
by the slow net landward flow of the lower layer 
and accumulate in the vicinity of the tip of the 
wedge. This fluvial sediment may also be supple
mented by fine particles from other sources. Heavier 
particles transported along the riverbed accumulate 
upstream of the wedge. The region surrounding the 
tip of the wedge, then, is a zone of rapid shoaling. 
The position of the tip of the salt-wedge is deter
mined primarily by the freshwater discharge and the 
channel depth. 

The Southwest Pass of the :\Iississippi River is a 
classic example of a salt-wedge estuary. The average 
flow through Southwest Pass is more than 5,100 
m3/sec (180,000 ft3/sec), and peak flows may ex
ceed 8,500 m3/sec (300,000 ft 3/sec). The river 
completely dominates the circulation. The tidal 
range in the Gulf of :\Iexico is only about 36 em 
(1.3 ft). The tip of the wedge migrates more than 
235 km (126 n. miles) in response to changes in the 
discharge of the :\Iississippi. During periods of 
minimum flow, the tip may be about 40 km (22 n. 
miles) above rew Orleans--nearly 2:35 km (126 n. 
miles) above the mouth of Southwest Pass. During 
periods of moderate flow, the tip of the wedge is 
located near the river's mouth, and the shoaling 
problem is so serious in this region that around-the
clock dredging is required to beep the navigation 
channel open. 
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FIGURE 2.-Four distinct examples in the sequence of estuarine types. A. Type A estuary. B. Looking seaward in Type B 
estuary inN. Hemisphere. C. Looking seaward in Type C estuary inN. Hemisphere. D. Looking seaward in TypeD estuary in 
N. Hemisphere. 

The Partially Mixed 
(Type B) Estuary 

If the tidal flow is increased relative to the river
flow so that the tide is sufficiently strong to prevent 
the river from dominating the circulation, the added 
turbulence provides the mechanism for erasing the 
salt-wedge. This occurs when the volume rate of 
flow up the estuary on a flood tide is on the order 
of 10 times the volume rate of inflow of fresh water 
from the river. There is both advection and tur
bulent mixing across the freshwater-saltwater inter
face. The sharp interface which separated the fresh 
water of the upper layer from the sea water of the 
lower layer in the salt-wedge estuary is replaced by 
a region of more gradual change in salinity. Such 
an estuary is called a partially mixed, Type B, 
estuary. The difference in salinity between top and 

bottom remains nearly the same over much of the 
length of the estuary. The Coriolis force--an ap
parent deflecting force caused by the earth's rota
tion-produces a slight lateral salinity gradient 
across the estuary. The boundary between the 
seaward-flowing upper and landward-flowing lower 
layers is slightly tilted. In the Northern Hemisphere, 
the upper layer is deeper and the flow slightly 
stronger to the right of an observer facing seaward. 
The lower layer is nearer the surface and its flow 
is slightly stronger to the left of the seaward-facing 
observer. 

Fine suspended particles that settle into the lower 
layer are carried upstream by its net landward flow, 
leading to an accumulation of sediment on the 
bottom between the upstream and downstream limits 
of salt intrusion. Because of the mixing which is 
more intense than in a saJt-wedge estuary, there is 
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generally an accumulation of fine suspended sedi
ment in the landward reaches of the estuarine cir
culation regime. Such features, called "turbidity 
maxima," have been reported in the upper reaches 
of a large number of partially mixed estuaries 
throughout the world. These turbid zones charac
teristically begin in the estuary where a vertical 
gradient of salinity first appears and commonly 
extends downstream for 20-40 km ( lQ-20 n. miles). 
Within a turbidity maximum the concentrations of 
suspended sediment and the turbidities arc greater 
than either farther upstream in the source river or 
farther seaward in the estuary. Their formation has 
been attributed to the flocculation of the fluvial 
sediment, to the deflocculation of fluvial sediment, 
and to hydrodynamic processes. We believe that 
turbidity maxima arc produced and maintained by 
physical processes-specifically the periodic resus
pension of bottom sediments by tidal scour, and the 
estuarine circulation pattern-and that the impor
tance ascribed to the role of flocculation in estuarine 
sedimentation is not supported by field evidence. 

The most rapid shoaling in partially mixed estu
aries normally is between the flood and ebb positions 
of the limit of sea salt intrusion. Rapid shoaling may 
also occur where the upstream flow of the lower 
layer is interrupted by entering tributaries, by 
abrupt changes in cross-sectional area, or by mean
dering or bifurcation of the channel. The Chesapeake 
Bay is a good example of a partially mixed estuary. 

The Vertically Homogeneous 
(Type C) Estuary 

If the role of the tide, relative to the river, is 
increased over that in the partially mixed estuary, 
the tidal mixing may be sufficiently intense to com
pletely eradicate the vertical salinity gradient and 
produce a vertically homogeneous water column. The 
longitudinal salinity gradient still remains with the 
salinity increasing seaward. And, because of the 
Coriolis force, the lateral gradient in salinity also 
remains with the higher salinity water to the left of 
an observer facing seaward in the Northern Hemi
sphere. The boundary between the lower salinity 
water flowing seaward and the higher salinity water 
flowing up the estuary becomes more nearly vertical, 
and may intersect the water surface. In theN orthern 
Hemisphere then, the net flow and sediment trans
port are generally upstream on the left side of the 
estuary facing seaward and downstream on the right 
side. Shoaling is generally most rapid near the up
stream limit of sea salt, in regions of large cross
sectional area, adjacent to islands, and in channel 
bifurcations where the flow is interrupted. The wider 

reaches of the Delaware and Raritan (New Jersey) 
Bays are examples of vertically homogeneous es
tuaries. 

The Sectionally Homogeneous 
(Type D) Estuary 

If the tidal flow is increased even more so that it 
is very large relative to the riverflow, it may almost 
completely overwhelm the effect of the river. The 
tidal mixing may be so intense that not only is the 
vertical salinity gradient eradicated, but so also 
is the lateral gradient, producing a sectionally 
homogeneous estuary. The movement of water is 
essentially symmetrical about the main axis of the 
estuary with a slow net seaward flow at all depths. 
Truly sectionally homogeneous estuaries may not 
exist in nature. In estuaries that are approximately 
sectionally homogeneous, the most rapid sedimenta
tion occurs in areas where the slow net seaward flow 
is interrupted by tributaries or obstacles. The 
Piscataqua estuary in New Hampshire appears to be 
nearly sectionally homogeneous, but observations in 
estuaries of this type are limited. 

As pointed out previously, the position that an 
estuary occupies in this sequence of estuarine types 
depends primarily upon the relative magnitudes of 
the riverfiow and the tidal flow, and upon the 
geometry of the basin. Relatively subtle changes in 
any of these factors may produce changes in the 
estuarine circulation pattern and thereby alter the 
resulting sedimentation patterns. In general, an 
estuary's sediment trapping efficiency is increased 
as the riverflow increases relative to the tidal flow, 
or as the depth increases. :V1ost of the fluvial sedi
ment is generally introduced into an estuary when 
the riverflow is high, when its trapping efficiency is 
greatest. When the riverflow subsides and the relative 
importance of the tidal flow increases, the estuary 
shifts in its circulation pattern toward one of greater 
mixing. During these more prolonged periods of low 
to moderate riverflow the sediment is redistributed. 

ALTERATION OF PREVAILING 
SEDIMENTARY PROCESSES 

Sources 

Although sediment in estuaries comes from many 
sources-including the erosion of the margins of the 
estuarine basins, and the beaches and sea floor 
outside the estuary mouths-the sources most af
fected by the hand of man are the rivers that carry 
sediment from upland areas into the estuaries. Our 
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discussion will focus mainly on the sediment loads 
of rivers, which are increased by such activities as 
farming, mining, and urbanization; and which are 
decreased by reservoirs and oth1~r protective works. 

MAN's AcTIVITIEs 
THAT INCREASE 

RIVER SEDIMENT LOADS 

Ever since the first European settlers landed, man 
has affected the amount of sediment in streams 
draining North America. The influence of man on 
sedimentation is especially well documented in the 
Chesapeake Bay region, where clearing of forests 
and wastdul farming practice., ( rspecially those 
used in raising tobacco) contributed enormous loads 
of sediment to the rivers. Clear streams became 
muddy and once relativdy d<'Pp harbors at the 
heads of a number of the tributari<'ti WC'fe filled with 
sedinwnt. The Potomac River, whose waters were' 
already somewhat turbid but which ·were still suit
able for municipal use in 18.'i3, had become so 
muddy by 1905 that the city of \\1ashington had to 
im;tall its first filtration plant. A comparison of thE' 
179:2 and 1947 shorelines of the uppPr Potomac 
(Fig. 3) shows that large areas (If tlw Potomac nPar 
Washington have been filled ·with sediments stripped 
from farmland farther upstream. The Lincoln and 
Jefferson Memorials now stand on what was de
scribed in 1711 a~ a harbor suitable for great 
merchant vessels. Even today, an n.veragc of about 
2 million m3 (2.6 million yd:,;3) of st>diment is 
deposited every year near the ·iwad of tide in the 
Potomac; not all of this scdinPnt is the result of 
agriculture, as we shall see. There are other former 
seaport towns on the ·western shores of Chesapeake 
Bay where decaying docking facilitieR arc now 
separated from navigable water by sewral mileR of 
sediment-filled lowland. 

Streams that drain modern day farmlands in 
many of the mid-Atlantic states carry about 10 
times as much sediment as streams that drain 
equivalent areas of forest land. And this relation is 
by no means unique. In the Coastal Plain of northern 
~iississippi, sediment yields from cultivated lands 
are 10 to 100 times thp yields from equivalent 
areas of forested lands. In two other areas where 
studies have been made--the Tobacco Hiver Valley 
of :\Iichigan and the Willamette Valley of Oregon
streams draining farmland carry two to four times 
as much sediment as streams draining equal areas 
of forested land. 

:\'lining is another activity that has increasPd ihe 
sediment loads of rivers that flow into some estu-

~LAND AREA 
~ 1792 

-FILLED 
-1792-1947 

~REMOVED 
~ 1792-1947 

FIGURE 3.--Accumulation of sediment at Washington, D.C., 
near the head of tide in the Potomac and Anacostia Rivers, 
between 1792-l!H7. 

aries. San Francisco Bay, for example, contains 
nearly a billion cubic meters of sc'diment washed 
from the Sierra ~ evada during the 30-odd years 
of intensive hydraulic mining for gold. Even after 
the hydraulic processing was stopped in l8S4, the 
mining debris continued to choke the valleys of the 
Sacramento River and F~ome of its tributaries for 
many decades. Gradually, over the years, the debris 
has been moved (J.o-wnrivPr to be deposited more 
pPrmanPntly in the marshps and shallower areas 
around San Francisco Bay. The mining debris that 
;\·as rt'lpased in only thrPe dPcades is more than the 
total SPdinwnt from all other sourcPs (including 
farmland) that the Sacrampnto River has carried 
in the twelve-and-a-half d0cades since 1850. It has 
hem sh01m that this sediment had an important 
effect on the bay; the tidal prism was decreased, 
and the fushing regime significantly changed. 

Urbanization is the mo:3t recent of man's activities 
to contribute large amounts of sediment to streams. 
Sediment loads dc·rived from land being cleared or 
filled for the building of housPs, roads, and other 
facilities arP best documented in the area between 
vfashington, D.C. and Baltimore, ?dd. During 
periods when housing developments, shopping cen
ters, and highways arc being built, the soil is dis
turbed and left exposed I o wind and rain. The con
centration of sPdiment in storm runoff from con
struction sites is a 100 to 1,000 tinws \Yhat i.t would 
be if the soil had been ldt in it::; natural vegetated 
state. Even though the .soil is left exposed to ero
sion of this intt>nsity for only a short time-a few 
years at most-the amount of land cleared for 
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new housing and ancillary uses in the Washington
Baltimore area has been so great in recent :vears 
that the contribution of sediment is significantly 
large. Harold Guy of the U.S. Geological Survey 
has estimated that the Potomac Hiver receives 
about a million tons of sediment per year from 
streams that drain the metropolitan Washington 
area. This is about the same amount of sediment 
that the Potomac River brings into the Washington 
area from all its other upland sources. 

Another of man's activities that increases the 
sedimentation rates of estuaries is the disposal of 
dissolved phosphorus, nitrogen, and other plant 
nutrients into rivers and estuaries. :\Iunicipal sewage 
effluents, including effluents that have received 
secondary treatment-the highest degree of conven
tional treatment-contain high concentrations of 
nutrients. In some areas, agricultural runoff from 
fertilized croplands and animal feedlots also con
tributes nutrients to river >Vaters and estuaries. 
These nutrients promote the growth of diatoms and 
other microscopic plants (phytoplankton) both in 
the rivers and in the estuaries that the rivers flow 
into. The mineral structures formed by many of 
these organisms persist after the organisms die and 
become part of the sediment loads of the riwrs and 
the sedimentary deposits of the estuaries. The Army 
Corps of Engineers estimates, for example, that the 
diatom frustules produced in the Ddaware River 
and Delaware Bay contribute about the same amount 
of sediment (a million-and-a-half tons per year) to 
the Delaware estuary as all other upland river 
sources. The effects of nutrient loading from munici
pal ·wastes on primary productivity are readily 
observable in the Potomac estuary, in Baltimore 
Harbor and the Back River estuary (Maryland), in 
Haritan Bay, in the Arthur Kill estuary, in the 
Hudson estuary, in the Delaware estuary, in San 
Francisco Bay, and in many other estuaries around 
the country. Stimulation of plant growth by nu
trient-enriched runoff from agricultural areas is 
apparent in the upper Chesapeake Bay, the estuary 
of the Susquehanna River. 

MAN'S ACTIVITIES 
THAT DECREASE 

RIVER SEDIMENT LOADS 

Reservoirs probably cause the most significant 
interruptions in the natural movement of sediment 
to estuaries by rivers. Reservoirs are built on rivers 
for a number of purposes: for hydroelectric power, 
for flood control, fur water supply, and for recrea
tion. Regardless of their purpose, reservoirs share 

in common the ability to trap sedimPnt. Even small 
reservoirs can trap significant proportions of river 
sediment. For example, a reservoir that can hold 
only one percent of the annual inflow of river 'Sater 
is capable of trapping nearly half the river's total 
sediment load. A reservoir whose capacity is 10 
percent of the annual river water inf!my can trap 
about 85 percent of the incoming sediment. Although 
a river will tend to erode its own bed downstream 
of a reservoir to partly compeusate for the sediment 
it has lost, the net effect of the reservoir is to 
decrease the overall amount of sediment carried by 
the river. In the larger river basins of Georgia and 
the Carolinas, the sediment loads delivered to the 
estuaries are now something like one-third of what 
they were about 1910, mainly because of the large 
numbf'r of reservoirs that have been built since the>n 
for hydroelectric power and, to a lesser extent, for 
flood control. 

On some rivers, settling basins and reservoirs have 
been built specifically as sedim0nt traps to improve 
the quality of water farther downstream. In 1951, 
three de:;;ilting basins wcrC' constructed on the 
Schuylkill River of Pennsylvania to r0move the 
excessive sediment that resulted from anthracite 
coal mining in the upp0r river basin. The basins are 
dredged every few years, and the dredged material 
is placed far enough from the> river to be out of 
reach of floods. A.; a rrsult of these basins, the 
sediment load carried by the Schuylkill into the 
Delaware estuary has been reduced from nearly a 
million tons per year to about 200,000 tons per year. 

NET EFFECT 

oF ~1AN's AcTIVITIES 
oN SouRcEs oF SEDIME:o.IT 

The net rffect of man's activities has no doubt 
bc•en an increase in the• sediment supplied to most of 
the estuaries of the Fnited StateR, but we cannot 
say by how much. Although re:-;ervoirs and other 
controls have reduced the .~ediment in rivers in 
recent years, they have only partly offset the in
fluences that caused the increases in the first place. 

Added to this is the fact that sediment takes 
decades to move through a river system. l\Iuch of 
the sediments released hy past mistakes-such as by 
poor mining practices and by poor soil conservation 
practices associated \\ith agriculture-are still in 
the river valleys in tran!:lit storage between their 
sources and the estuaries. Ewn if the active supply 
of sediment to rivers >wrc completely checked today, 
many decades would pass befon· the sediment loads 
would drop to their natural, pre-colonial, levels. 
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CoNTROL oF RIVER 

SEDIMENT lN?UT 

The ultimate method of controlling the sediment 
that rivers contribute to estuaries is to control 
erosion at the source. The possibility of complete 
control. ho\YeVPr, is rt'mote. Erosion is basically a 
natural phenomenon. All land, whether in its natural 
state or altPrPd by man's activities, yields a certain 
amount of scdinwnt. Because the natural processes 
of erosion arc less f'uhject to control than an' man's 
influences on thesu proccRS('s, perhaps the best that 
one can hope for is to keep erof'ion dmn1 to itt; 
natural level. But ewn this is probably a vain hope. 
In spite of the marked n·duction that conserva
tion measures have caused in soil erosion sincP they 
began to be applied in earnest over :30 years ago, 
cultivated farmland in the eastern United States, 
for example, continues to yield sediment at about 
10 times the rate of equivalent areas of forested 
land. In places where former croplands and grazing 
lands have been replanted in forests and grasses, 
sediment vields have been considerably reduced. 
Although it is true that as long as men cultivate 
land, there seems to be little hope of reducing 
sediment yields to their natural rates--rates typical 
of heavily vegetated lands--much more effort should 
be directed at reducing sediment yields through ap
propriate soil conservation practices. If thes0 con~ 
trois are enforced not only for agriculture, but also 
for strip mining, urbanization, and highway con
struction, significant rPduction~> in sediment inputs 
to estuaries will result. These rPductions will, within 
a period of decades, be manifC'st()d in reductions in 
the dredging activity required to maintain many 
shipping channels; and may result in improvement 
in water quality of the estuarine zone, particularly 
if nutrient inputs t<Xe decreased. 

ROUTES AND RATES 
OF TRANSPORT 

Once sediment reaches an estuary, it may move 
directly to a site where it will remain permanently, 
but it is more likely to be deposited in a series of 
temporary storage areas or "parking lots" before 
coming to its final resting place. Although we have 
some idea of the kinds of places where sediment is 
most likely to eventually accumulate in estuaries, 
we are generally unable to predict the detailed route 
that sediment will follow between the point where 
it enters the estuary and the place where it finally 
comes to rest. Furthermore, we kno·w little about 
how often sediment moves-whether it moves a 
short distance every day, or moves mainly during 

short but severe events such as storms and floods. 
We suspect that infrequent severe events are more 
important in delivering sediment to the estuary in 
the first place, but that the slower day-to-day 
processes are more important in redistributing sedi
mC'nt from one part of an C'stuary to another to 
determine the final depositional patterns. In upper 
San Francisco Bay, for example, the sediment 
brought in by the Sacmmcnto River during the 
rainy winter months is initially deposited in broad 
shallow areas of the estuary. During the dry summer 
months the dailv breezes that blow across the bay 
Rtir up the shallow waters and resuspend the sedi
ments blanketing the shoal areas. The tidal currents 
transport this material to deeper areas, mostly 
farther up the- bay. The deeper areas, in and near 
.:\I are Island Strait, are the location of the most 
intensive dredging of navigation channels in San 
Francisco Bay. About two million cubic meters, or 
about a third of all the sediment dredged in the 
entire San Francisco Bay system, are removed every 
year to maintain adequate channels into and within 
the ~Iare Island ~aval Shipyard. 

If we have only a limited knowledge of the routes 
of transport within the estuary, we know even less 
about the rates of transport. We have some measure
ments of the rates at which sediment is supplied to 
the estuary from selected sources, mostly rivers. 
And, we h~ve some knowledge of the rate at which 
some of the sediment accumulates in specific parts 
of estuaries, particularly in the dredged navigation 
channels. But we have only a limited picture of the 
rates of input from other sources and the rates of 
accumulation at other less obvious places, and a 
particularly limited picture of the rates at which 
a given particle of sediment might be expected to 
move from one part of the estuary to another on 
its way to a permanent resting place. 

Patterns of Deposition 

The pattern of deposition of sediment in an estuary 
is determined mainly by the non-tidal circulation 
patterns of the water. As pointed out previously, an 
estuary's net circulation pattern is determined 
primarily by the relative magnitudes of the river 
and tidal flows, and by the geometry of the estuarine 
basin. The circulation pattern can be altered, some
times dral3tically, by changes in any of these factors. 

TRAINING ·wORKS 

Training works such as jetties and dikes are built 
for the expressed purpose of changing the pattern 
of flow and deposition in estuaries: specifically, to 
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discourage the Jeposition of sedinwnt where it is not 
wanted, or to faeilitate its deposition in other places. 
The dPposition of sediment is discouraged by chan
neling fioKR to increase their velocity and Rcouring 
potential. Deposit.ion is em~ouraged by providing 
quiescent areas where suspended particles can settle 
to the bottom. 

Although in theory training works should be an 
efficient means of controlling sediment, in practice 
their results are often difficult to predict. Works 
constructed in the early years of this century along 
the main shipping channel in Liverpool Bay in 
England, for example, were successful in increasing 
the velocities and the depths in the channel. How
ever, they caused an unexpectedly rapid increase in 
sedimentation in the areas of the bay outside thP 
channel as well as in the tributary estuary of the 
lVlersey River. 

DREDGING 

Since problems associated with dredging are dis
cussed at length in several other papers in this 
volume, our comments will be limited. Dredging of 
navigation channels is the most pervasive of man's 
activities in estuaries that affect the circulation of 
water, and consequently, the pattern of deposition 
of sediment. In many estuaries, dredging seriously 
disrupts the natural equilibrium that formerly 
existed bt>tween river inflow, tidal exchange, sedi
ment. supply, and the configuration of the estuary 
floor. The respomw to dredging is frequently to 
"heal" the disruptiun by filling the dredged channel 
with sediment. 

If left t.o itc<df, the hPaling might proceed in the 
following way. tiuppo;;e \\(' have an estuary where 
tlw sediment inflo\v :tnd the hnttum ~eornetry are 
in some kind of fiteady-state balance with respect to 
each othn. Thif:l might he a large estuary, c<uch as 
Dela'' arc Bay, thai i~-; slowly and steadil.v being 
filled with sediment, mainly in its uppt>r reacheR, 
or it rna:> be a narrm\· estuary. such as the Savannah 
River between G1•orgia and buuth Carolina, that 
fluws in a river-si:zP ehamwl t hroug;h sPrlinwnt -fillrd 
lowlands to the sea. When a dePp channel is dn'dged 
in such an Pstuary, it allows salt \mter to P<'IH'trate 
farther inland than formerly and it shifts the nodal 
point of the up-;tn·am flowing scawah•r farther up 
the estuary. Thil' nodal point hecomes th<' locus of 
most rapid sedimmtation and remainfl Ro until the 
chauncl at that poillt is filled with sediment. When 
that part of ttH' channel is fill<•d and the salt water 
ean nu lnnger pcnPtrate that far inland, the nodal 
point is prrJgressively shifted seaward and another 

part of the channel is filled. This process continues 
until tlw <'ntire navigation chamwl is healc•d
provided that enough :-;cdinwnt and timr are avail
able. If th<> navigation rhanrwl is dredged repeatedly, 
as are most chanrwls \Ylwre the supply of sediment is 
hPavy, the c:cdiment continues to accumulate at or 
Ill'ar the first nodal point which continues to be 
the location of maximum dredging effort in the 
estuary. The maintenance of navigation channels in 
many estuaries, therefore, is a battle between man's 
efforts to disrupt a pre-existing state of C'quilibrium, 
and the estuary's tendency to restore that equi
librium. 

A major problem in dredging is the disposal of 
the dredged material (spoil). In many cases, spoil is 
dumprcl in plac(>S where sediment of that texture 
would not have accumulated naturally, or at least 
not nearly as rapidly in the natural course of events 
as in spoiling. This applies to disposal sites both 
inside and outside of estuaries. 

Spoil is commonly dumped inside the estuary, 
sometim~s directly alongside the channel. The spoil 
may rPmain where it is dumped, especially if it is 
dumped in deep spots out of reach of strong currents. 
Oftf'n, howc·vN, dredge spoil returns to the channel. 
In recent years, according to estimates made by the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, about half the 
sediment dredged from the navigation channels in 
Charleston Harbor and San Francisco Bay is mate
rial that has already been dredged at least once 
bdore and has made its way back into the, channels 
from tlw plac~' \\ h<•rc it was dumped. 

In :sonw cstuariei:i, spoil is dumped on fringing land 
arf'as. A principal ad\'antage is that these an•as can 
be diked to prev('nt the rdurn of the spoil to the 
Pstuar~'· The main di~advantage is that the marginal 
areas are oftL'Tl 8alt marshes that arc valued for 
their role in the prot('ction and production of fish 
and othPr f(,frtl~ of t'stuarine life. Dumping spoil on 
these area" wmally destroy,; their original plant and 
animal communities. 

Spoil is al~o tak('n by b~uge ur hopper dredge and 
dumpt•d in the ocean outside estuaries. In l\1oi-l, for 
example, about. riO million tuns of dredged "Poil was 
dumrwcl in ocean waters off the coast of the United 
States. In many ocean areas, such as off New York 
city wh(~re some 7 million tons of spoil arc dumped 
every year, the spoil is a markedly different type of 
sediment from the natural bottom material and it is 
introduced at a rail' many times greater than the 
natural ratC' of local &edimcnt input to the ocean. 
This is pl'rhaps man',; greatest alteration of the 
pattern of deposition-taking material that was 
destined by nature to Le depo::;ited in estuaries and 
dumping it at sea. 
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Modification of Prevailing 
Sedimentation Processes 
By Engineering Projects: 
A Mistake and A ''Success'' 

CHARLESTON HARBOR 

Charleston Harbor, one of the finest natural 
harbors on the Atlfmtic seaboard, has scrY1'd t hl· 
needs of the region since the to\1 n was sPttled in 
1670. It is an interesting example of an cstuarv 
whose circulation and sedimentation \\'Pl'C marked!~· 
altered by changing the frPsh,,·ater input to th.e 
estuary. ThP Charlt'Stou Harhur cstuarv rccei\·es 
freshwater inflow from the Ashley, Co~pcr, and 
Wando River!". The mouth of thr cstuarr is restricted, 
and entrance from the Atlanti(' Ocean is gaim'd 
through a single, jC'ttied-chanud. Prior to .1942, 
the fresh"·ater input \VUS yer~· small, averaging less 
than 20 m 3/sec (700 ft 3/sec), and t}w harbor wa8 
some\\·here between a vertical!.\· hornogcnemJs and 
sectionally hornogcnvous estuar:·. Fi1w-graincd :,edi
ment was moved slowly through the \'stuarY to the 
ocean, and little d1edging was required. \rainte
nance dredging to keep the mam chttnnel at a depth 
of 9 m was only about l\0,000 m 1 /\r , ~0,000 nl;;;a /, r) 
at a cost of about $11,600/n. · · 

I.n lat~ 1941, a hydroele~tric dam was completed 
which diverted most of th<' flow of the ncarbv 
Santee Hiver, the largest river on t h<' Hout h At !anti~ 
seaboard, into the upper Cooper RivPr which flow;., 
~nto Charleston Harbor. Th(• average fresh\mtl·r 
mput to the harbor rose from lPt::R than :20 m 3/scc 
(700 ft3/::lec) to more than 400 m3/s\'c ( 14.000 
ft 3/sec). The infl.o\1 of fluvial srdiment \\'aS in
creased by about a factor of four. :\fore importantly, 
th~~ marked _increa~e in the fn·shwatPr disehaxgP 
shifted the Clrculatwn pattPrn ir1 thP harbor from 
a well-mixed estuary to a two-tayl·n•d eircul:1tion 
pattern characteristic of a partial ir-mixed (Type B) 
estuary. Fine sedimentary particle'! \Yhich would 
previously have been carried C·:m1pktdy through 
the estuary to the ocean were no•1· entrapped in the 
estuary by the net upstream flo\\ of the lower l~yer 
and accumulated in the inner harbor-in the upper 
reaches of the non-tidal estuarine circulation rPgime. 
Sh?aling became a serious problem. Dredging re
qmrcd to maintain the inner harl:or channd jumped 
to an average of 1.8 million m:Jjyr (:2.:) miliion 
yds~/yr) 11t an average cost of :tbout $380,000/yr 
durmg the 9 year p<·riod from Fl44 to 1952. ".\Ion• 
recently, dredging has averaged about 7.6 million 
m 3/yr (10 million yds3/yr). 

Nearly half of the currently dredgl'd material 
represents older dredgrd spoil that has returned to 
the channel. Another 10 percent or so of i he new 

l'poil is rl~1e to the dccpcnmg of the main navigation 
channd f~om ~Ll to 10.7 m (:{0 to:);') ft) rwt\Yeen 
1\Hl and 19-t:~. The majc>r factor in the increased 
shoaling rah· wa8 the change in estuarine circulation 
produced h~· the diversion of water from the Santee 
Hirer into the harhor. This was conclusiveh· demon-
strated hy hydraulic modd t'tudies. · 

The shoaling problem has become so difficult and 
expensiv<' to control that plans are well unclerwav 
for rediwrsion of the Santt·e back to its origin~! 
channd. 

DELAWARE BAY 

DeJa,,·;up Bay has also 1Jervcd maritime commerce 
since colonial times, providing access between the 
SPa and :mch cities as Philadelphia and Trenton. In 
n·cent years :-;ome fairly successful measures have 
b_ePn takl·n :o control sediment, both in the inflowing 
nwrll and m the bay itlldf. Thi: desilting works in 
tlw Schuylkill Hiwr need no furthPr discussion here 
except to point out that thcv havl: re,.,ulted in a 
~!vdold derrea;;;e in the -:edi~wnt brought by the 
~chuylkdl to the upper Pstuary at Philaddphia. 

Within thl' DPiaware estuary, the Corps of Engi
nce:·:-; has ileen able 1 o decn'alle the amount of dredge 
spml that haR returned to the navigation channels. 
BPfor,• 19">4, \YhPn ;<poi! was dump~·d overhoard in 
tlw DP1a'1 are estuary 15 to :20 million rna 1:20 to 
:2(i mil1ion yds3) of sediment were dredgc·d ·in an 
average Y"'ar. and the n:tvigation channel could not 
a!wa:.:f' ht' mamtained at its ~pecified depth. BPgin
mng m 1 Hfi4, all dredge dpoil was placed in dihd 
areas i o pn•v(•nt its n:turn to the channelll. Rince 
the~1, only about fi millinn m 3 ('-' million ydsa) of 
:-,edmwnt are dredged ever~· year, and the navigation 
chatmdf; .tre consiRtently dec•per. Although this is 
one of the more :-mcePs:-:ful instances of coping with 
l'stua~ine _sedimentation, it is <mly a temporary 
e~ped1ent m the long run. Peripheral lands for spoil 
disposal an· lwcomiug :·;carePr and more costlv 
because of C(~mpeting d!'mand;:; such as cleveloprnei~·t 
or conservatwn, and the end of available land for 
spoil di:,;p)sal around the fringe::; of the Delaware 
estuary is already in sight 

The Effects of Sediments 
on the Biota 
and on the Aesthetics 
of the Estuarine Envirornment 

Clearly, man has affect.::d the input of sediments 
to ~stuaries l_>~· lanri-use practice.~ throughout their 
dramage tJa:oms, by ihl' construction of dams and 
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Tl'SPrVoirs On tributary river:-;, hy uiverHion of rivt•rs, 
and by enginePring projects to control shore erosion 
of the margins of e~tuaries. He has also affectc'd tht, 
distribution patterns of sedimenb within estuaries, 
both in the \\ atPr column (:::n,lspPndPd sediment;.;) 
and on the bottom (deposited sedimPnts 1, b:v 
changing the estuarine circulation pattrrn:-; eiHwr 
through altPration of the fre:-;hwater inputs, or 
through modification of thPir gronwtry by dn,dging 
nr h.\· otht r t·ngim•t•rinp; prlljPct;-:. :\fan';. imp:ict on 
dPpositional pattt·rn,.; hac: aln·ady br('n dP:oerilwd 
briPfly ill the Pfl'\'i(IUS i"Cetiol, rr~ addit iou (o the 
obvious dft•cts of ;,hoalings 011 basin gpomdr~· and 
therefore on cireulation, and on the gt•ological life
times of ef'tuaries, change:-; of th(' r:1t<' of s<"dimcnta
t ion and of the charaetPr of the :'ledimentary matPrial 
can havP tiigniticant f'fft'ets on organisms, partieu
la.rly thP animals that live on the bottom. Fine
grained F>edirrwnt:< may also affect the clwmical 
character of the intt•r"titial \Yat(·r and, \\hen rc:-;us
pendcd hy wave~:~ aJJd currents, that of thP ovl'rlying 
waters. 

EFFECTB ON THE BIOTA 

Dredging and t lw dispo:-;aJ of dn~dged materials 
havt· gencrateJ a great ,kal of COllCl~rrt, discussion, 
and spE'':ulation about thl~ imJ •acb of such a.ctivitiPs 
on the quality of the t>stuarim• e11vironnwnt. During 
active dredging :1nd 8poiling ther(' are incrca.~cs in 
i hl' concentration::; of susp!•ndt•d :'Pdiment. Sub
stantial incrP[t>·Ws-~Htereasp:-; of more than a 100 
mg/1--;tre general]~· local, restrict'-'d to an area 
within a few hun!lred nwtl'ri'i of thP activity, and 
any biological or cwsthcLc effc·cts of ihl·sc in~rl·ased 
tu:-biditi•'S drC !JOt !H'fSjstPnt. 

Dredging can. of court>P, alt"r tlw estuarit1t' ctrr;u\a
tion pattPrn and, m doing bO, also changL' both the 
gener:ll f't'dinwnt dtstribution pattcrn:s and the cnn
eedratioll" of ;,u:,rwndi•d ilt~diml'nt. C'ha11gl'" in tltP'iC 

factors ean pcr;oi--r :ifLT dredging and "poili1•g hav1: 
h<'<'ll eonq.ddt·d. 

lncrea8es in tht runcPntrations of :-;uspendPd :-;edi
ilWnt ali~Jirt• sonw thn·:o-hold kvd that n:suh frum 
an~ activit·; cal• ltavp ~·Igt.ificant t•nvironmt·ntal 
effects- on n: 8tlwl i ':>i, ot1 wat·.T quality, and m• the 
biota. Th(' nvail:,bl.: Jitt·ratun• indicat1·s, hmn•vt>r. 
tb:tt direc1 df~. ('t.-· .;f llli.~I'<'Hdf'd hl'dim.•nt u1• most 
r::;;tnarirH "I'P,mi-nl;.. ot' the hip:her trr•phit: !Pvdi' 
ocetlr <·Lly at rcbtuv<'l~. higL t·oncr:ntratiom·, eon .. 
centration:-, greate-r than .JOO mg/L und generally 
gn•:tttT than 1,0\10 mg/L ~~~ch t'OIJCeutratiun" ~1re 
r::h· in r:'ol\fit (·~-tl1'1!'iv··. •·v>cn 1h1nnp: dn•dg'''::' ~llld 
'ipoi·':!g: art[vitw;,, •, ,;~'l'l 't: o1 v'-r) IJc·a~·. tht' "')'Jlct·. 
EvL·n in tlw inun•'dJ<Lt(' vicinity of dredging acr.1vity, 

the increa;<ed suspended sediment concentrations 
may not be lethal to important organisms of the 
higher trophic levels. Studies of caged fish and 
crustaceans placed within X to 13 meters of active 
dredgPs and overboard spoil discharges failed to 
produce any evidence of increased mortality or 
damage to gill epithelium compared to control 
orgamsrns. 

It has also ueen reported that there was no 
incrcas•· in the mortality of oysters adjacent to 
dredging operations in the intercoastal waterway 
Jwa.r C'harlc~ton, S.C. The samr· invf'stigators also 
found that oysters could survive Pven when sus
pended directly in the turbid discharge, and that 
the organi.<;m.~; died only when they were actually 
buried. Other investigations indicatl'd that oysters 
dccrl'a:·w their pumping rates when subjected to 
rP]atively high concentrations of suspended sedi
ment. It has been reported that a concentration of 
susrwnded silt of only 100 mg/1 reduces the pumping 
rate of adult oyster:;: hy about 50 percent. If the 
pumping rate ·were reduced below some critical 
threRhold for an extended period, the oyster would 
obviou:-ly dii' from starvation. It is unlikPly that this 
wuuld happen as a result of dredging activity. 
Furt hermon>, concentrations greater than 100 mg/1 
occur naturally over man~' productivt' oyster bars 
wht'Tl<'ver bottom sediments are r<'suspended by 
normal tiual eurrents. These pt;riodic increases of 
i'U:-pended sediment do not nppear to seriously affect 
growth rates. 

Sublethal effects of chronic f;xposure to moderate 
excess conc<'ntrations of susrwnded sediment--con
centrations above those that, \\·ould occur naturallv~
have not been convincingly documented for ~ny 
Psiuarine speciPs. Such effpct s will be difficult to 
establi:-;h unequivocally. One would anticipate that 
H'nsitivity to :-;uspended sediment \\ ould be a func
tion not only of specie,.,, hut of life stage, and of 
oth('r rnvironnwntal stresses. 

Incr(·a:-;eR in the coneentration of suspended scdi
nwnt that are largl' enough to markedly change the 
visibilit.v of the waters of segment:-; of an t•t;tuary can 
produce "hifts in the fish population. Since game 
fish fPed hy sight, some minimum visibility is re
quired for sncces:;;ful feeding. If visibility falls below 
this threshold, fish such as carp which feed in a 
vacuum-cleaner fashion are favon·d. This probably 
oceur" only when concentratiom: of fine suspended 
~Jediment exceed :"everal hundreds of rng/1. Visibility 
it: a function not only of the concentration of total 
:-;uspended solids, but also of their size distribution 
anrl rmn!•ositit 111. 

rhc' di.~~·u:-;a] of drcdgr·.l material!', g<•nemlly rcc:ultt; 
in the initial destruction of many, perhaps most, of 
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the bottom dwelling organisms (benthos) at the 
disposal site through burial and smothering. It has 
been documented in a numbPr of estuaries, however, 
that the spoil is recolonized rcl2,tively rapidly by 
organisms from surrounding areas except when the 
spoil differs markedly in texture from the hmt 
sediments. Studies of overboard disposal sites in 
the upper and lower Chesapeake Bay showed that 
within one-and-one-half years the population denc;ity 
and species diversity of the spoil arcus could not be 
distinguished from those of surrounding areas. In 
the upper ChesapPake Bay recovery of the channd-
the dredged area-was not compkte, but in the 
lower bay complete recovery of both the dredged 
and spoil areas was documented. Where marked 
textural changes result from the dredging or ~poiling 
activity, recolonization may be limit0d. The dredged 
canals of Boca Ciega Bay, Fla., are example~. 

If dredging or spoiling produce substantial changes 
in the depth distribution of an estuary, or segments 
of it, significant changes may occur in habitat space 
and therefore in the distribution of organisms. Areas 
of the bottom can bP removed from the euphotic 
zone by dredging, and area~ can be built-up by 
spoiling from a relatively deep position into the 
surface layer where they are subjeeted to stirring by 
currents and waves. Clearly such alterations are not 
necessary consequences of dredging and spoiling. 

The magnitude of the impaet of dredging and 
spoiling is also a function of the time of yea.r they 
are done. These activities should be scheduled when 
there will be the least probable impact on the most 
"important" indigenous species. Generally, for any 
given species the early life history stages arc more 
sensitive to environmental stresses than later stages. 

Studies indicate that substantwl dredging and 
spoiling projects can be carried out in estuaries 
without any gross biological effects or any persistent 
aesthetic degradation. Any chronic biological effects 
that might arise either from exposure of organisms 
to spoil and asf'ociated contaminants for long periods, 
or from exposure to relatively subtle, but persistent. 
changes of the physico-ehemico milieu have not 
been documented. :viurh of the research that has 
been done and i::; still being done to det(~rmine the 
effects of dredging and spoil di:,;posal i., ill conceived 
and ·will not provide answers to the pertinent 
questions. 

EFFECTS ON '\VATER QuALITY 

AND AESTHETICS 

Finc-gntined suspended scdinH·nt Cf'll affect +h,• 
distribution uf dissolved oxygen in Pstuarinc waters 
both directly and indirectly. The oxygen demand of 

organic-rich sediments may produce a sag in the 
oxygen dir-;tribution. It has been reported that in 
the Arthur Kill, for example, when dredged spoil 
was resuspended oxygen levels were reduced from 
16 to 83 percent below their average levels. Other 
investigators reported that ·when surface sediments 
from Wassaw Sound, Ga., were suspended 1n the 
estuarine water, they were capable of removing 
"533 times their own volume of oxygen from the 
water." No such effect wm; observed in the upper 
Chesapeake Bay, and studies of Louisiana rnarr-;hes 
did not demonstrate any signilicar: t oxygen deple
tion as a result of dredging activities. Since the con
centration of suspended sediment affects the trans
parency of >Vater, increase,; in suspended sediment 
levels decrease the depth of the euphotic zone and 
therefore the production of nxyl!;en by phytoplankton. 

Increased su~pended sediment concentrations may 
also affect the production of oxygen by rooted 
aquatic plants. Ar0as of the bottom formerly within 
the euphotic zone can be removed from it as a result 
of man',; activities. Prior to about Hl20 much of the 
bottom of the upper Potomac outside of the channel 
was covered with a dense growth of rooted plants. 
During the 1920's thiR vegetation almmt completely 
disappeared and lower OX?geJJ levels were rPportefl 
in this area. The effeets uf the disappearance of these 
plants on the distribution of dis;o:olved oxygen were 
confounded by the pffect~ of other significant en
vironmental changes on m ygen levc'ls. 

Fine sedimentary partif le~ can act as hoth a 
source and a sink for nutrients and other constitu
ents. ".\l'utrients may be sorbed ontc' fine-grained 
particles, or desorbed from thun depending upon a 
variety of physico-chemico eonditiun'l. These include 
salinity, pH, temperature, the chemieal composition 
of i he particl('R, and the concentration::, of nu tr:cnts 
in the wakr. The mechanisn,s that control these 
exchange processes are poorly understood, and 
should be investigated. 

It is wdl known that fine-grained particks con
centrate a vuricty of pollutant;.:, including: petroleum 
byproducts, heav:y metals, pestieidns, alld some 
radionuclidPs. In the water (oohmn the bulk of each 
of LheHe <:cntaminant8 iH ttsuully ~1sr-;ociated with 
iine suspenckd parriclc•s. ancl thcrdurc the di3tribu
tion, trarwportation and accumulation of theHe suh
stances arr determined pmnardy by the suspendPd 
SPdillJC'Ilt dir;pcr::;al -,ystPlllS. Fi!ter-feC'd;ng orgam",ns 
which ingest, these particles and a,/i·,ociated eofo-
taminants agglomerate the &maller particles into 
larger composite particks in thci.r fecef-. and pseudo
feces therdJV providillg tlw r:.mt>.tminants in rt m '''-' 
COJl(:entratcd form to dq}(~it f:·cders. Lahontory 
exp·~riment8 have demom,tratcd the ability of oysters 
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to concentrate DDT in their pseudo-feces. Increases 
in the concentration of DDT and other pesticides in 
detritus particles of fine-grained bottom sediment of 
estuaries of up to 100,000 times those in the over
lying waters have been reported. T~ese resid~es can 
sometimes be transferred to detntus feedmg or
ganisms. Increases in the concentration of con
taminants at each trophic level are well documented 
for radioactive isotopes and some pesticides. This 
phenomenon has been referred to as "biological 
magnification." . 

Fine sediments can also serve as a temporary smk 
for radioactive contaminants. It has been shown, for 
example, that 65 Zn may be held ?Y fine-grained 
sediments for months with a contmual low level 
release to the interstitial and overlying waters. 

The effects of fine-grained particles and their 
associated contaminants on the composition of both 
the interstitial and overlying waters, and on the 
biota are poorly understood. This is an area that 
should receive considerable attention. From the 
standpoint of dredging, it is particularly important. 
Appropriate standards for permissible levels of 
contaminants in spoil should be based, not on the 
total concentration of each contaminant, but on the 
concentration that is available for biological uptake---
the concentration of the reactive fraction. While 
standards based on totals are safe they place undue 
restrictions on the disposal of dredged materials. It 
is becoming clear that fine-grained parti~les play a 
significant role in determining the qua~1~y of t~e 
estuarine environment, and the compos1t1on of hs 
biota. 

Increases in the levels of suspended particulate 
matter can also have a significant aesthetic effect. 
Above some threshold level, suspended matter is 
aesthetically displeasing and inhibits recreational 
use. This level is a function not only of th0 total 
concentration but also of the size distribution and 
the compositi~n of the suspended material. A con
centration of 100 mg/l of fine quartz sand does not 
have the same effect on water color and transparency 
as does the same concentration of organic-rich silt 
and clay. Individuals also have different aesthetic 
thresholds. 

SOME RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR FURTHER STUDY 

Some of the tvpes of studiPs we fed must he done 
if we are to ~mderstand how estuaries operate 
sedimentologically; if we arc to be abh• tq predict 
the consequences of manmade alterat_ions of the 
prevailing sedimentary processes; and If we are to 

manage estuaries for the greate:;;t use of man, are 
described below. 

Sources of Sediment 
to Estuaries 

One of our principal needs in understanding the 
sources of sediment brought to estuaries is for more 
complPte data on thP sediment loads carried by 
rivers~the principal source of sediments to most 
estuaries. In less than half of the estuaries of the 
country do 've have any kind of regular measurement 
of the input of river sediment. Furthermore, the 
records we do have are mostly too short. Only a few 
river sediment stations have been in operation long 
enough to have documented the extreme events that 
are so important in the introduction of sediment: 
events such as the hurricane flood of August 1955 
when the Delaware River carried more sediment past 
Trenton in two days than in all flve years combined 
in the mid-1960's drought; or the three days in 
December 1964 when the Eel River in northern 
California transported more sediment than in the 
preceding eight years; or the week following Tropical 
Storm Agnes in June 1972 when the Susquehanna 
diRcharged 20-25 times as much sediment as during 
the previous year. Events of this magnitude occur 
onlv rarely-a few times a century at most-but 
their importance to estuarine sedimentation is so 
great that programs should be designed to record 
their effects when and where they do occur. 

Daily sampling stations should be established on 
the lower reaches of all major rivers-upstream 
from the land·ward limit of measurable sea salt 
intrusion-to measure the inputs to estuaries of 
water sediment, nutrients, and other substances. 
These' stations should be permanently maintained 
to catch the large events, and permit an assessment 
of their relative importance. In addition, a funding 
mechanism should be developed to support research 
of the effects of events on the estuarine environment. 

\V e also need to further our understanding of 
sources of estuarine sediments other than rivers. In 
a recent study of the sources of shoaling material in 
thl' na\'igation channels of thl' DdawarP estuary, for 
example, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers esti
mated that onlv one-fourth of the shoaling material 
could be accou~ted for by present day river sources. 
The remaining three-fourths was attributed to 
erosion of the bed and banks of the estuary, diatoms 
produced in the estuary in response to an excess 
supply of nutrilmts, and other sources (some of 
which could not be idrntified). It has been suggested 
that shore erosion is the principal source of sediment 
to the middle and lower reaches of the Chesapeake 
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Bay estuary. These sources deserve more of our 
attention so that we can identify them more ac
curately, assess the rates at ·which they add sediment 
to the estuaries, and find out to what degree they 
are subject to manipulation and control by man. 

Routes and Rates 
of Sediment Transport 

Tracers offer a promi8ing approach to studying 
the routes and rates of sediment movement. Tracers 
such as fluorescent particles can be added to the 
sediment, and the sediment can be sampled re
peatedly to determine the routes and rates of sedi
ment movement; or one can make opportunistic use 
of distinctive contaminants, such as radioactive 
isotopes or heavy metals, that are dumped into 
estuaries either intentionally or inadvertently. These 
compounds sometimes can be used as labels to 
follow sediments from knmvn sources to sites of 
deposition. Releases from nuclear power plants 
should be investigated as possible tracers. An at
tempt should be made to assess the impact of man 
on the prevailing sedimentary processes. Such an 
assessment would have to come primarily from an 
examination of the sedirnentary record. 

Patterns of 
Sediment Accumulation 

In the past we have relied mainly on dredging 
records as a measure of sedimPnt accumulation, but 
they tell us little about hmY sediments accumulatt· 
in the large areas of Pstuaries that lie outside the 
dredged channels. For some estuaries, modern dav 
navigation charts have been compared with old~r 
ones (some dating back to the mid-1800's) to 
estimate the accumulation of sediment. Because thE' 
charts are already available, a sylliematic comparison 
of old and recent Rurvey sheets could be made for 
most e8tuariC's of the country at relatively little 
expense. Sonw nC'wer technique8 can abo be ap
plied-particularly those techniquC':-l that use the 
decay rate of naturally radioactivC' material to 
measure the agP of sediment and how long ago or 
how rapidly it may have accumulatt·d. An effort 
should be made to rrfine those radiometric dating 
techniques that arE' particular!~· applicable to rstu
arine deposits, and to apply thr techniques to a 
variety of estuarine syE:tems. The two methods that 
have the grcatPtJt promisP art' PJ:.210 which has a 
useful range of 10 to 100 years and C14 which can 
be used to date events that occurred in the pa:-t 
1,000 to 10,000 years. 

Another difficult aspect of the sediment budget of 

must estuaries is the question: on a net basis, does 
more sediment move out of the estuary into the sea 
than move;; into the estuary from the sea? We know 
that sediment escapes from estuaries on outgoing 
tides, and we know that sediment is moved into 
e;;;tuaries from the sea floor on incoming tides; but 
we do not know enough about the quantity or kind 
of sediment that moves either way to be able to 
say whether, on balance, more mo~es out than in. 
Here again, well-designed tracer studies might be 
useful. 

An estuary's sedimentary dE>posits contain the 
hiHtory of that environment, and it is only through 
the examination of this sedimentary record that one 
can assess the impact of man on the distributions 
of both naturally occurring substances and of man
made pollutants, such as PBCs (polychlorinated 
biphPn~'ls) and pesticides. Saturally occurring sub
stances include not only innocuous sedimentary 
particles, but also some pollutants; pollutants such 
as heavy metals which are present in the earth's 
crust and are carried into the estuarine environment 
both in solution and adsorbed to fine suspended 
particles b~ rivers and streams. Heavy mdals are, 
of coun;e, also introduced into the environment as 
a rc·sult of man's activities. 

The sedimentary record also contains the most 
reliable inf0rmation of thE' frequency of natural 
catastrophic events such as floods, droughts, and 
hurricanes that have occurnd during the past several 
thousand yPars. The importance of episodes in the 
devdopment of estuaries has not been well docu
mented because of the infrequency of such t'vents 
and the difficulty of sampling during most storms 
and floods. 

Model Studies 

Physical and mathematical models can provide 
valuable insight into a variety of sedimentary proc
es::;es. They are not, however, a panacea for all 
estuarine sedimentation prc,blems, and are only as 
good as the prototype data and theoretical assump
tions on which they are based. Perhaps the greatest 
need is for mon· attention to be directed at the 
formulation of conceptual modds of estuarine sedi
mPntation. Conel'ptual modds should, in any case, 
pr<'cede thP construction of mathematical or physical 
models. 

Characterization of 
Fine-Grained Sediments 

""\.ppropriate field and laboratory studies should 
bP conducted to characterize the chemical and 
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mineralogic nature, and the reactivity of the fine
grained, carbon-rich particles. It is ckar that fine
grained particle:' can pla:· a major rolt· in detl·rmin
ing the quality of coai'tal wat<·rs, and the distribu
tion of organismc;. Thl'f'l' studiec; ,;hould abo include 
invetltigation;; that would kad to the establiHhnwnt 
of meaningful diagnostic standarcb for the rlisposal 
of dredged material;;. Whill' the present Htandards 
used by tlw EPA to eharacterizl' dredged materials 
\\TrP intended to lw <'llYironnwntall.\· COll~l'I"Yative 
the~· may lw undul.\ re,;trictiY\' \•:ith re:-;ped t<, the 
dc;;ignated paranwter", whik they ignor<· a larg< 
number of important contaminant;- :-;uch aH PCB:-;;, 
pesticides, and oth!TS. In an~· event, thPy an· clearly 
not based on sound scientific <'\'idcnce. Standards 
for dredged materials should not be ba.sed on the 
total concentrations of contaminantt~, bui ratht>r 
they should reflect the total ma;.:sl'R of contaminants 
that are availablf' for biological uptakl'. The~r 
mafisPs are the conc<·ntration:-; of the n·actin· frac
tions of these contaminantR--~thl· fractions a vailahlc• 
for biological uptake-times the total mas:-; of 
dredged material. Ewn with r-;uch standard,, ckci
sions- on dredging and spoil dio:;posal should lw hasl'd 
on the physical, chemical, hiological, and geological 
charactc>ristics of tllf' particular c•stuary. The uniform 
application of Federal ,;tandards has littk merit 
other than simplicit~- of cnforeemrnt. 

W c know far too little about the effects of 
sediment-bornP contaminants on Pstuarim• lifP. We 
need an extensive series of laboratory experiments 
to test the effects of a variety of eontamiHant~ on 
different organismt::. It is particularly important that 
these experinwntR Rimulate fit>ld conditions; too 
many of the experimental n;sults we already havP 
cannot be extrapolated beyond the laboratory. Only 
after .such a series of cxperirrwnts can W!' establish 
diagnostic standards and criteria for RUeh things as 
dredged materials. Inereased emphasis should be 
direded at studies to determine the chronic effects 
of exposure to moderate exeest> concentrations of a 
variety of contaminants. 

The new Dredged J\laterial~ Research Program 
(Dl\IRP) of thl' U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is 
an important step in the right direction. The 
Dl\1RP should provide a great deal of valuable in
formation for the more effective mangpment of 
estuarine dredging and spoil disposal. 

Alternatives to Present Practices 

Even if we ::merced in reducing sediment inputs 
to estuaries through enforcement of strict soil con
servation nwac;urcs, dredging vvill continue to be a 
persit:~tent estuarine activity. Not only are e~->tuaries 

natural]~' areas of relatively rapid sedimentation, but 
much of the material dredged from navigation 
channels is material previously introduced, and re
distributed by prevailing estuarine circulation proc
esses. Furth(•r, the increasing use of deeper draft 
vessels, and the increaRing demand for plea;:;ure boat 
marinas and facilities will require additional dredging. 

Estuary-wide dredging and spoil disposal plans 
Rhould be developed to ensure that maintenance 
channel dredging can be carried out without undue 
delays. Such p[an,; should include the designation of 
a variety of type.s of :-;ites (overboard, diked, et 
cetera) for dit:~posal of different types of spoil. 
Certain kinds of spoil may have a greater environ
mental impact if disposed of in aerobic (oxygenated) 
diked area.s, than if dispo.sed of by conventional 
overboard methods within oxygen-def1cient areas of 
an eRtuary. If regional plans are not developed 
promptly, the activities of a number of major ports 
will be seriously affected and will result in serious 
eeonomic perturbations. These dredging and spoil 
diRposal plam; should be significantly flexible to 
provide a mechanism for decision making on requests 
for other types of dredging pPrrnits. The suggestion 
that a number of our major ports arc "poorly 
located" is to some c-xtc·nt correct, but the sugge-stion 
that they should be moved is naive at best. :'vlajor 
ports could not be movt>d without serious t>conomic 
uphPaval, and the lead time to implement any such 
proposals would have to bt> decades. The growth of 
some ports located nt>ar the heads of estuaries should 
perhaps be controlled. 

W f' should also direct more attention to more 
produetin' mc•ans of disposing of spoil. An example 
is tht· proceRs developed by ProfeRsor Donald 
Rhoads of Yale University to make construction 
bricks from eHtuarine mud. Or we might consider 
taking railroad cars that haul coal to seaports and 
filling them on the return trip with dredge spoil 
that can be used to fill or reclaim lands that have 
been ;;;trip mined. Formation or nourishment of 
islands ft>r recreational use is another possibility. 
Surely th<'re must be other more ingenious ways of 
dispm:ing of dn·dged material than dumping in 
estuaries or transporting it out to sea. 

SOME CLOSING OBSERVATIONS 

The great value of the estuarine zone Is m the 
multiplicity of uset; it serves, but herein also lies its 
vulnerability. Estuaries can support certain levels 
of shipping and transportation without a loss of 
commercial and recreational fish landingR. Estuaries 
can tolerate somP dredging and disposal activities 
without persistent damage to the biota or aesthetic 
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degradation. Estuaries also have a capacity to 
tolerate some human, industria], and municipal 
wastes; and to assimilate some ·waste heat without 
suffering persistent and significant ecological dam
age. And, the biological resources of estuaries can 
be harvested at certain levels without seriously 
affecting future yields. Estuaries can serve all of 
these uses and still remain aesthetically pleasing 
environments for man's recreation-for his re
creation. But an estuary's capacities to support 
these varied activities are finite. The ability of an 
estuary to tolerate each "environmental insult" 
before suffering significant ecological or aesthetic 
damage not only varies from estuary to estuary but 
varies in different parts of a given estuary as well. 
And, within any segment of an estuary it varies 
temporally. Uniform, invariant regulations and stan
dards for the disposal of wastes, whether they are 
heat, nutrients, or dredged spoil, are environmentally 
naive. The only justification for their enactment is 
that it simplifies enforcement. A uniform speed limit 
of 25 mph is as irrational as one of 100 mph is 
irresponsible. Uniform estuarine regulations are 
wasteful of valuable natural resources-resources 
that should be used, and used responsibly. The 
philosophy of those crusaders who espouse cessation 
as the solution to all environmental problems is not 
viable. People live. They eat, they defecate, they 
procreate, and yes, they also need to recreate. This 
is not to imply that we should not insist on good 
waste treatment, on carefully supervised methods 
of dredging and spoil disposal, and on controlled 
mining of bottom and subbottom mineral resources. 
We should. We should insist on more. 

Estuaries should be zoned. To date, formal zona
tion of the estuarine environment has been restricted 
primarily to that associated with military activities. 
Man zones his terrestrial environment into residential 
and industrial areas, and he sets aside portions of it 
for parks and forests for recreation. He identifies 
other segments of it for the disposal of his waste 
products. He does not make it an official policy to 
spread his garbage and trash uniformly over the 
landscape. He neither demands nor expects all parts 
of his terrestrial environment to be of equal quality. 

Should he expect to he able to swim and harvest 
seafood in every part of every estuary? Segments of 
some estuaries should be identifieci. as spoil disposal 
areas, other segments as the receiving waters for 
municipal and industrial wastes, others as sinks for 
the heated effluents from power plants, others as 
spawning and nursery areas, others for military 
activities, and others as fishing and recreational 

areas; still others should be preserved, or at least 
conserved in a wild state. These segments are not 
all mutually exclusive; there would be considerable 
overlap. And the spatial boundaries of thE' various 
zones should he defined as a function of time. 

Because the primary reasons for the managE'ment 
of estuaries are to protect their biological resources 
and to conserve their aesthetic and recreational 
values, certain activities should he restricted more 
severely in some areas than in others and also during 
those periods when organisms are most vulnerable. 
During these vulnerable periods-generally the egg 
and larval stages--temperature standards should 
perhaps be more stringent, and dredging and spoil 
disposals should perhaps be restricted or prohibited 
in the important spawning and nursery zones. The 
zonation of estuaries would be much more difficult 
than zoning man's terrestrial environment, and some 
of these suggestions may not be applicable to small 
estuaries. The establishment and enforcement of an 
estuarine zoning system would require more than 
simple policing. It would require careful and intel
ligent planning and management. But planning and 
management by whom? 

The establishment of a zoning system is contingent 
upon the assignment of priorities to the various uses. 
These decisions require not only scientific inputs but 
social and economic inputs as well. Decisions as to 
which activities are "most important" and what 
water quality standards are "good" or "acceptable" 
are largely value judgments-important to whom? 
... good or acceptable for what purpose? Natural 
scientists have no peculiar talents for making value 
judgments. Scientists can incontestably determine 
neither what uses of an estuary are most important 
nor even which are most desirable. In terms of gross 
monetary return, the most important uses of the 
estuarine zone are, according to the "National 
Estuarine Pollution Study," for military activities, 
for shipping, and for industry. But the monetary 
values of commercial and recreational fisheries are 
also very high although they are more difficult to 
estimate. And, if indeed, communication with nature 
is one of man's ultimate sources of happiness as 
Dubas and others have suggested, then the true 
worth of the recreational value of estuaries cannot 
be measured in dollars and cents. 

Through science, we can learn to understand 
estuaries and even to control them in part, but 
scientists cannot unequivocally and decisively deter
mine the ways in which we should control them. 
These decisions should be made by the citizens ·who 
are affected-by all of them. 
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